Abstract. The aspect sensitivity of VHF echoes from field aligned irregularities (FAI) within meteor trails and thin ionization layers is studied using numerical models. Although the maximum power is obtained when a radar is pointed perpendicular to the field line (⊥B), substantial power can be obtained off the ⊥B direction if the ionization trail/layer is thin. When the FAI length along B is 20 m, the power observed 6 • off ⊥B is about 10 db below that perpendicular to the B direction. Meteoric FAI echoes can potentially be used to determine the diffusion rate in the mesopause region. Based on the aspect sensitivity analysis, we conclude that the range spread trail echoes far off ⊥B observed by powerful VHF radars are likely due to overdense meteors. Our simulation also shows that ionospheric FAI echoes can have an altitude smearing effect of about 4 km if the vertical extension of a FAI-layer is around 100 m, which has often been observed at Arecibo. The altitude smearing effect can account for the fact that the Es-layers observed by the Arecibo incoherent scatter radar are typically much narrower than FAI-layers and the occurrence of double spectral peaks around the Es-layer altitude in FAI echoes.
Introduction
Meteor trains had been largely considered to diffuse isotropically (e.g. McKinley, 1961) although the effect of the geomagnetic field (B) on meteoric diffusion has been studied both experimentally and theoretically (Jones, 1991, and references therein) . Jones' (1991) steady-state solution suggests that diffusion is severely inhibited in the direction normal to the plane of B and the meteor trail. This aspect of anisotropy on diffusion has been further discussed by Robson (2001) and Elford (2004) . Recent VHF and UHF obCorrespondence to: Q. H. Zhou (Zhouq@muohio.edu) servations demonstrate that field aligned irregularities (FAI), which is a result of plasma instability in the presence of B field, can occur in meteor trails (Chapin and Kudeki, 1994; Zhou et al., 2001; Close et al., 2002) . In particular, the observations by Zhou et al. show that practically every meteor trail contains FAI, including those meteors at altitudes as low as 80 km. Recent theoretical simulations by Oppenheim et al. (2000) and Dyrud et al. (2001) include the instability generated by the polarization electric field and the steep density gradient characteristic of meteor trails. Dyrud et al. (2001) suggest that ⊥B diffusion in the presence of plasma instability can be even faster than along B in the first few milliseconds after the passage of a meteoroid. It is clear that the existence of plasma instability and FAI presents both challenges and opportunities for aeronomy studies involving meteor trails.
The first intent of this study is to analyze the aspect sensitivity of meteoric FAI and explore the possibility of using FAI echoes to obtain diffusion rate. A useful concept for coherent scattering is the Fresnel length, which is the longest scattering length over which the maximum echo phase change is less than π /2. In general, if the FAI extension along B is much larger than the Fresnel length, scattering from off ⊥B directions is much weaker than that from the ⊥B direction. However, if the FAI is confined within a limited space, as in the case of meteor trails, significant echo power can be observed off ⊥B directions. The analysis of aspect sensitivity can yield insight into the diffusion process and potentially lead to the determination of plasma diffusivity rate and temperature in the mesopause region. In Sect. 2, we will describe our numerical model and present simulation results applicable to meteor trails.
FAI exist in the nighttime background ionosphere as well. The second intent of this report is to quantitatively examine aspect sensitivity of ionospheric FAI-layers, and discuss potential observational effects of the off ⊥B echoes. There has been a large body of literature regarding the observations Radar scattering geometry from a field aligned structure for a meteor trail. The geomagnetic field line, B, has a dip angle of α. The sinusoidal structure, having a period matching the radar half-wavelength, is the electron density variation caused by plasma instability. The meteor trajectory is assumed to be in the plane containing B and the radar pointing direction, or the echo arrival direction. The radar pointing direction and the meteor trajectory have an elevation angle of β and γ , respectively. The polar coordinate has the radar location as the origin and the coordinate of an arbitrary point used for integration is (R, θ). I B is the intersection of the meteor trajectory and the B line containing (R, θ). I o is the perpendicular intersection of the meteor trajectory and the line passing through O. The distance between (R, θ) and I B is defined as l and the distance between I B and I o is d.
and generations of ionospheric FAI in the nighttime E-region. Recent observations of ionospheric FAI include those of Chu and Wang (1999), Hysell and Burcham (2000) , Urbina et al. (2000) , Woodman and Chau (2001) and references therein. Middle latitude ionospheric FAI are believed to result from the steep gradient of sporadic E-(Es-) layers and a discussion on various seeding mechanisms can be found in Larsen (2000) . Compared with their meteoric counterpart, ionospheric FAI echoes are likely more aspect sensitive because their generally larger horizontal and vertical extension. Nevertheless, ionization layers are often observed to have a vertical thickness less than a few hundred meters by the Arecibo incoherent scatter radar (Mathews et al., 1997) . If FAI-layers exist within such thin Es-layers, off ⊥B scatterings can produce visible radar echoes. In the third section of this study, we investigate the echo power variation at different radar look direction for various FAI-layer thicknesses and discuss the potential observational effects of scatterings from non-⊥B directions.
2 Meteoric FAI echoes aspect sensitivity and their potential applications 2.1 Aspect sensitivity of meteoric FAI echo A two dimensional meteoric FAI scattering geometry is shown in Fig. 1 . To simplify our analysis, we made the following three assumptions: 1) The FAI density can be represented by a sinusoidal variation in the ⊥B direction. The period of the sinusoidal variation is such as to maximize the echo power, which requires that the projection of the spatial period in the echo direction (k) be half-wavelength. Although the density variation in reality is far more complicated than assumed here, they are nevertheless the superposition of various spatial Fourier components. The spatial components other than those close to the radar half-wavelength do not contribute to the total echo power. A discussion on the range of spatial components that contribute to the scattering power is found in the last section of the paper.
2) The electron density along B is assumed to decay exponentially from the meteor trajectory point. This assumption is based on the classical ambipolar diffusion equation, assuming that the FAI formation process does not affect the diffusion along B. 3) Meteor trails lie within the plane containing B and k, which is denoted as kˆB. Although this is not a realistic assumption, the effect of the off kˆB meteors is such that a different spatial period along the trajectory actually produces the coherent echoes. This effect should not affect the aspect sensitivity if the FAI extension along B remains the same for the different spatial periods. With the geometry in Fig. 1 and the above assumptions, the electron density that gives rise to the coherent scattering at an elevation angle β, which we define as the echo arrival angle, can be described as
where:
-n o : the peak electron density at the center of the trail;
-l: the distance variable between an arbitrary point (R, θ ) in space and the meteoroid trajectory along B; -L B : the FAI length along B;
-γ : the elevation angle of the meteor trajectory;
-λ: the radar wavelength;
-d: the distance variable along the meteor trajectory measured from the closest point to the radar to the field line of (R, θ ).
Variables l and d are related to the independent variables (R, θ ) by
and
where L 0 is the shortest distance from the radar to the meteor trajectory and α is the dip angle.
The electric field at the radar receiver from a underdense plasma having a two-dimensional electron density distribution q(R, θ) can be generally written as
where G is the gain of the antenna and ω is the radar angular frequency (e.g. McKinley, 1961) . What we are interested in is the amplitude of the electric field, or alternatively the power, which can be expressed as
The above integrals are difficult to evaluate analytically except for circumstances involving simple functions of q. We will evaluate it using numerical solutions. In the following, we will focus on how the power varies with the echo arrival angle, β, for various FAI lengths. For simplicity, we will assume that the radar has a uniform gain pattern because the meteor trail dimension is in general small compared to the radar beamwidth.
Determining diffusion rate from range spread trail echoes
Both ionospheric and meteoric FAI have been extensively observed by the Kyoto University Middle and Upper (MU) atmosphere radar (e.g. Yamamoto et al., 1994; Zhou et al., 2001) . For this reason, our simulations assume λ=6.4 m and α=51 • , applicable to MU radar. It should also be noted that Arecibo, another important site where a number of meteoric and ionospheric FAI studies have been carried out, has a dip angle of 47 • , very similar to that at the MU radar site. Thus the simulation results presented here are largely applicable to Arecibo as well. The integration interval we use for R is 200 m and the interval for θ is 2 • with the meteor trail located in the center of integration at 100 km altitude. Figure 2 shows the scattering power as a function of echo arrival angle β with γ being 39 • for various FAI lengths. The power is normalized with respect to that at the ⊥B direction. As expected, the echo is less aspect-sensitive when FAI length along B is shorter. For a FAI length of 20 m, the power observed at 6 • off ⊥B is approximately attenuated by 10 db compared to that at the ⊥B direction. We also examined the power variation as a function of β for different γ values. The aspect sensitivity remains more or less the same as that for γ =39 • if a meteor arrives within ∼30 • from the ⊥B direction. This property makes the study of the FAI diffusive characteristics easier since we can always choose those meteors having a reasonably large line of sight velocity so that γ does not play a major role. Most of the FAI echo power observed by the MU radar exhibit an exponential decay as a function of time before they disappear. The decay constant in general increases with decreasing altitude. This suggests that the FAI decay process is largely diffusive. The typically large decay constants observed by the MU radar suggest that the ambipolar diffusion ⊥B plays a negligible role before the echoes become invisible to the radar. For instance, if we use an ambipolar diffusion rate of 1 m 2 /s at 85 km, a 20 db echo is expected to have a lifetime of about 600 ms for specular echoes. The lifetime of a FAI echo is much shorter than 600 ms if isotropic diffusion dominates. Observations show that a 20 dB FAI echo often last several seconds, much longer than 600 ms. It is thus reasonable to assume that diffusion primarily occurs along B. The instantaneous trail length along B for a diffusive process can be written as (L B /2) 2 =4Dt+(L oB /2) 2 , where D is the diffusion coefficient, t is the time variable and L oB is the initial trail length along B. In order to compare the simulation with observation, it is useful to plot the power as a function of L 2 B , which is directly proportional to t. easily show that the scattering efficiency saturates at 25% for the sinusoidal density variation assumed. Note that when the radar pointing is ⊥B, there is essentially no power decay due to expansion of trail dimension along B. This is because all the electrons within the Fresnel length 2(R o λ/4) 1/2 ∼1000 m for the ⊥B geometry will scatter coherently, where R o is the range between the radar and the echoing region and is assumed to be 160 km. Using the interferometry method, such as that described by Yamamoto et al. (1994) , one can accurately measure the meteor arrival angle. Designating the e-folding constant measured from the observed power decay as τ o and the applicable e-folding constant from Fig. 3 as χ, the diffusion rate is χ/(16τ o ).
The diffusion constant as determined in the above is a true reflection of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient only if the plasma along each field line remains more or less the same. This assumption is clearly false at the FAI onset period since electrons have to move across the field lines in order to form FAI. In fact, Dyrud et al. (2001) have suggested that the diffusion rate is even larger in the ⊥B direction in the first few milliseconds after ionization has been created. However, for the purpose of diffusivity measurements, the more important period is after the maximum power has been observed, which is typically hundreds of ms after the initial ionization. In any event, in order for the above method to be valid, diffusion along B has to dominate diffusion ⊥B, the FAI dynamics, and chemical loss in controlling the decaying process. Although it is difficult to say theoretically whether diffusion along B can dominate the other factors, this condition can be rather easily tested observationally. The combined effect of chemical loss, ⊥B diffusion, and the FAI dynamic process can be estimated from echoes that come from the ⊥B direction since diffusion along B does not affect the echo power in such a geometry (unless the FAI length is very long). The time constant of the ⊥B echoes at each height have to be much larger than those in the off ⊥B cases in order to derive the diffusion rate. This condition is more likely to be satisfied for echoes relatively far away from the ⊥B direction. The method outlined here, if successful, is more advantageous than using the specular echoes in estimating the diffusion rate since each FAI echo extends many kilometers in altitude while each specular echo is only confined in one range bin. From the diffusion rate, one may further derive the neutral temperature (e.g. Tsutsumi et al., 1994) .
As discussed above, observations suggest the ⊥B diffusion rate in RSTE is much smaller than currently accepted ambipolar diffusion rate. If electrodynamics plays a negligible role in the decaying stage of RSTE, observed lifetime of RSTE is indeed consistent with the theoretical prediction that D ⊥ <D // , as suggested by Jones (1991) , Robson (2001) and Elford (2004) . However, as pointed out by Elford (2004) , a more direct and quantitative study of the anisotropy of the diffusion rate is to compare diffusion rates derived from specular echoes observed in both parallel and perpendicular to B directions. Because of its beam steering capability and the nearly 45 • dip angle, MU radar is ideally suited for such a purpose.
Scattering mechanism of non-⊥B range spread trail echoes
Although our model simulation applies only to underdense meteors, the general idea applies to overdense meteors as well. The key difference between the underdense FAI and overdense FAI is that in the former the scattering dimension is determined by diffusion while in the latter it is determined by how long the overdense region lasts. The range spread trail echoes (RSTE) observed vertically (∼45 • off ⊥B) by the Arecibo and MU VHF radars (Zhou et al., 1998 (Zhou et al., , 2001 ) (and perhaps many such echoes presented in McKinley, 1961, as well) are likely associated with overdense echoes for two reasons. First, diffusion would have easily rendered any underdense echoes invisible if the echo arrival angle is as far as 45 • off ⊥B. Using a diffusion rate of 10 m 2 /s along B, applicable for ∼100 km, an underdense FAI echo will be attenuated by nearly 70 db after 100 ms, making it essentially invisible to the radar. The vertically observed FAI echoes, typically lasting more than 200 ms, clearly did not have such a fast attenuation rate. Second, the longest echo duration in the case of vertically observed RSTE appears to occur near the altitude where the maximum power is detected while that of the ⊥B RSTE occurs near the lowest altitude of the echoing region. Overdense assumption for the vertical RSTE echoes can explain this second feature because the strongest echo region usually has the highest electron density and requires a longer time to diffuse below the overdense threshold. RSTE duration associated with underdense plasma tends to be longer at the lower altitudes because of their slower diffusion rate.
The overdense assumption for the far off ⊥B RSTE and the underdense assumption for ⊥B or nearly ⊥B RSTE are also supported by the echo rates observed. Overdense echoes require large meteors. The observed rate of non⊥B RSTE is typically a few per night for the Arecibo and MU VHF radars while the rate for ⊥B RSTE is over a hundred per hour in the morning hours. In theory, the overdense condition can be due to direct ablation or caused by plasma instability which can change an originally underdense trail into overdense blobs aligned along B. Nevertheless, the occurrence of plasma instability is essential for the observation of RSTE even in the case where initial meteoric deposition is overdense. In such a case, the initial trail is invisible because the overdense region extends over multiple wavelengths in the radar look direction causing destructive interference. It becomes visible only when the overdense plasma has irregularity or its dimension diminishes to the radar half-wavelength in the radar look direction. This explains the trade-mark time delay between the head-echo and the accompanying RSTE observed by practically all the radars (e.g. McKineley, 1961; Zhou et al., 1998 Zhou et al., , 2001 .
Aspect sensitivity of echoes from FAI within horizontal ionization layers
The above analysis can be easily modified to examine the effect of aspect sensitivity of a horizontally extended FAIlayer, which corresponds to γ =0 in Fig. 1 . The new geometry is shown in Fig. 4 . For simplicity, we assume that the ionospheric FAI structure extends infinitely in the horizontal. The electron density structure that yields the coherent echo at an elevation angle of β can be written as for z<h, and q is otherwise defined as zero. Here we have changed the variable l along B for meteoric application to vertical distance variable z, and FAI length L B to FAI-layer width h since the thickness of FAI-layers in the vertical direction is more commonly used than their length along B. Definition of other parameters remain the same as those shown in Eq. (1). z (=l sin α) and d are related to the integration variables R and q by z = R sin θ − z 0
where Z o is height of the FAI-layer and is assumed to be 100 km. The equation for radar echo power is the same as Eq. (5). The antenna gain is assumed to decrease exponentially as a function of the distance from the beam center and the 3 db full width is assumed to be 4 • .
In Fig. 5 , we plot the normalized power as a function of echo arrival angle for various layer widths using the MU radar parameters. The power here is normalized with respect to the power obtained for thin layers at the ⊥B geometry. It is the same as the scattering efficiency plotted in Fig. 3 multiplied by four. The normalized power at the ⊥B geometry remains at unity when the FAI-layer width is less than 800 m for the same reason discussed in the above section. When the FAI width becomes larger than 10 km, the normalized power at the ⊥B direction is reduced to ∼−30 db. The normalized power at the ⊥B geometry for a very wide sinusoidal structure is about the same as that of a 100 m thin layer at 3 • off ⊥B assuming the total number of electrons remain the same. Echoes for very wide FAI-layers do not show strong aspect sensitivity because FAI-region is assumed to extend infinitely in the horizontal direction and part of the FAI-layer is perpendicular to the radar pointing direction.
Echoes coming from the off ⊥B directions cause an altitude smearing effect when they are interpreted to come from the ⊥B direction. The horizontal axis scale on top of Fig. 5 shows the altitude ambiguity, which is the difference between the altitude obtained by assuming the scattering coming from the ⊥B direction and the actual altitude of the FAI-layer. For a FAI-layer width of 100 m, echoes can be observed within 1 • off ⊥B, corresponding to a 4 km altitude smearing range if we use a 20 db attenuation threshold. Interferometric observations from the MU radar show that it is fairly common to observe echoes 1 • off ⊥B (Yamamoto et al., 1994) . Although scatterings more than half of a degree off ⊥B have been largely discounted by most authors, Hysell and Burcham (2000) have summarized various potential FAI generating mechanisms and argued that their observations show strong evidence of quasi-point targets moving at a constant altitude. They have modeled the echo intensity as a function of echo arrival angle and found that the 8 db half-width ranges between 0.1 • to 0.4 • , corresponding to a 20 db halfwidth of 0.3 • to 1.2 • . The altitude smearing effect due to off ⊥B scatterings is consistent with the large apparent downward phase velocity often observed by VHF radars. When the scattering regions are localized and spaced in the horizontal direction more or less regularly, background wind would cause apparent periodic radar echoes with large phase velocities. For the MU radar, an 80 m/s southward wind velocity translates to an apparent downward phase velocity of 50 m/s. The predominantly downward phase velocity observed by the MU radar is consistent with the generally southward FAI advection velocities (Yamamoto et al., 1994) .
The altitude smearing effect can explain the fact that while many Es-layers observed by the Arecibo incoherent scatter radar are less than 2 km in thickness, FAI echoes are typically much wider. It is generally agreed that FAI originate from the large gradient in the Es-layers. The effective scattering region of a FAI-layer should be largely limited within the Es-layer for two reasons: 1) the Es-layer has a much higher electron concentration than the background ionosphere; and 2) a broad FAI-region has a very low scattering efficiency, as seen from Fig. 5 . The simultaneous observations of FAI echoes by a VHF radar and electron density by an incoherent scatter radar reported by Urbina et al. (2000) are particularly useful to explore the relation between FAI and Es echoes. One event presented by Urbina et al. (2000, Fig. 3) shows that the Es-layer is less than 2 km in thickness while the FAIlayer is more than 4 km. The top part of the Es-layer exhibits strong periodic density variation and is about the center altitude of the VHF FAI echo. It is difficult to attribute the echoes observed outside the Es-layer to ⊥B scattering for the two reasons mentioned above. Instead, we suggest that the effective FAI-region is embedded in only part of the Es-layer. If the strong FAI-region is less than about 100 m, scattering in the off ⊥B directions can account the broad FAI-layer. The 50 m/s southward motion for this event reported by Urbina et al. is also consistent with the ∼35 m/s apparent layer descending velocity. It should be further pointed out that Eslayers are often patchy. Miller and Smith (1978) showed that the horizontal scale of Es echoes is often less than 300 m at Arecibo. This is consistent with Hysell and Burcham's quasi-point FAI echoes. Further scattering off the geomagnetic meridian plane and the horizontally limited echoing region would potentially make the FAI altitude smearing effect much more severe than discussed here.
The importance of the off ⊥B scattering can be further assessed from the range variations of the Doppler spectra. Because the ionosphere tends to be stratified more in the horizontal than in the vertical direction, the range variation of Doppler shift should be smaller if off ⊥B scattering is significant. In theory, the spectra at any height is a superposition of the ⊥B scattering at the nominal height and off ⊥B scattering from the Es-layer height. The former dominates at heights far away from the Es-layer height (and exactly at the Es height as well) and the latter dominates in the vicinity of the Es-layer height. Presumably, there exist some intermediate heights where the two scattering powers are comparable. Such an effect would be seen as two peaks in the Doppler spectra or as a broadening in the spectral width. The off ⊥B smearing effect may, therefore, explain the double spectral peaks and the spectral broadening found in Fig. 3 of Chu and Wang (1999) . Additionally, the altitude smearing effect for low frequency radars is more severe than for high frequency radars. For example, at 24 MHz, we expect the smearing range to double that at 48 MHz for the same FAI-layer width.
Discussion and conclusion
In our formulation of FAI, we have ignored the effect of the spatial structures whose wavelengths do not match the radar half-wavelength. Here we briefly consider the contribution from other spatial periods. Let us assume the spatial period to be considered is X, the scattering power, according to Eq. (5), can be written as
By defining =λ/2X−1 and assuming that the dimension of FAI is much larger than the radar wavelength, the above power is found to be
If we denote the effective integration range for R as δ R , P x is not negligible when compared to P λ/2 only if |(4π /λ) δ R | is of the order of π/2 or smaller, i.e.
Since δ R typically contains many wavelengths, X needs to be confined to a very narrow range around λ/2 in order to produce significant coherent echoes. We can thus treat the FAI essentially as a half radar wavelength structure for simplicity. It is also of interest to note that since the useful spatial period range is inversely proportional to δ R linearly, the total coherent signal power remains the same irrespective of the range resolution if the scattering region fills the entire range resolution. We further note that the scattering efficiency discussed in the above section is for that of a sinusoidal structure. The total scattering efficiency of a FAI-layer has to take into account how efficiently the ionosphere is organized into the scattering FAI structure as well.
To summarize, we have analyzed the aspect sensitivity of meteoric and ionospheric FAIs using numerical integrations. If the FAI length is 20 m along the field line, the power observed 6 • off ⊥B is 10 db below that in the direction of ⊥B. The aspect sensitivity of meteoric FAI is largely not a function of the meteor arrival angle. We argue that ⊥B diffusion is not important in meteoric FAI echoes and the off ⊥B echo decaying characteristics can be potentially used to measure diffusion rate along B. Such a method, if successful, offers the advantage of being able to measure the diffusion rate over several kilometer altitude range from a single meteor. In addition, we suggest that range spread trail echoes observed far off ⊥B direction are likely due to overdense meteors.
The aspect sensitivity analysis of ionospheric FAI echoes shows that if the FAI echoing region is confined within 100 m vertically, it can have an altitude smearing effect of 4 km for the MU radar parameters. We suggest that the synoptic layer thickness difference between the Es-layers obtained by the Arecibo incoherent scatter radar and FAI-layers can be explained by off ⊥B scattering from narrow FAI structures embedded within the Es-layers. Off ⊥B scattering is also consistent with the large periodic descending phase velocity of FAI echoes associated with Es-layers. In addition, we suggest that off ⊥B scattering can cause spectral broadening or double spectral peak effect. While echo arrival angle may not be as large as 1 • off the ⊥B direction, it is potentially very misleading to assume they come exactly from the ⊥B direction. Whether FAI is confined within a very narrow region or extends in a broad range of altitudes needs to be resolved before a true understanding of its generation can be attained.
